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Diving is a potentially hazardous practice and if practiced incorrectly 
or with incomplete planning and procedures can expose a person to 
considerable risks including serious injury or death. It requires spe-
cialized training, equipment and experience. HISTORICAL DIVER 
is not intended as a substitute for the above or for the diver to abandon 
common sense in pursuit of diving activities beyond his or her abili-
ties. HISTORICAL DIVER is intended as a source of information on 
various aspects of diving, not as a substitute for proper training and 
experience. For training in diving, contact a national certification 
agency. The reader is advised that all the elements of hazard and risk 
associated with diving cannot be brought out within the scope of this 
text. The individuals, companies and organizations, presented in HIS-
TORICAL DIVER, are not liable for damage or injury including death 
which may result from any diving activities, with respect to informa-
tion contained herein. 
THE OPINIONS AND VIEWS EXPRESSED are those of the 
respective authors and are not necessarily the opinions and views 
of the Historical Diving Society USA © 1996 Historical Diving 
Society USA All Rights Reserved. 
On the cover 
Our cover shows two versions of the Craig-Nohl suits used in 1937. They highlight some of the differences in the 
design of the helmet, and the cylinder system configuration, as the equipment evolved. John Kane's article on the 
world record dive, that was successfully made with the suit with the two cylinder configuration, is on page 14. 
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HDS USA 
Advisory Board 
SCOTT CARPENTER 
Scott Carpenter is a dynamic pioneer of modern exploration. He has the unique distinc-
tion of being the first person to penetrate both inner and outer space, thereby acquiring the title 
astronaut/aquanaut. Best known for his work as one of the world's first astronauts, Scott has 
tested and flown a wide variety of aircraft and was selected as one of the original seven Mer-
cury astronauts in 1959. 
He served as backup pilot for John Glenn and the first manned orbital space flight. He 
flew the second manned orbital flight in 1962. He was actively involved in the designing of the 
Apollo Lunar Landing Module and in underwater extravehicular training. 
Carpenter joined the Navy's Sealab program a11.d led efforts to transfer space technology 
into ocean research. He participated as a team leader on the Navy's Sealab II and III projects 
which included living and working on the ocean floor for 30 days as well as developing deep-ocean search, rescue and salvage 
capabilities. Intensely interested in enhancing the utilization of marine resources while improving the ocean's health, Scott has worked 
closely with French oceanographer Jacques-Yves Cousteau and members of the Calypso teayn. He has dived in most of the world's 
oceans. 
His many awards include: the Legion of Merit, Distinguished Aying Cross, NASA Distinguished Service Medal, US Navy 
Astronaut Wings, University of Colorado Recognition Medal, The Collier Trophy, New York City Gold Medal of Honor, The Elisha 
Kent Kane Medal, The Ustica Gold Trident, and the Boy Scouts of America Silver Buffalo. He has also received five honorary degrees. 
Today Carpenter continues to apply his knowledge of aerospace and ocean engineering as a consultant to industry and the private 
sector. He lectures frequently in the U.S. and abroad on the history and future of ocean and space technology, the impact of scientific 
and technological advances on human affairs. space-age perspectives •. the health of planet Earth, and man's continuing search for 
excellence. 
Carpenter also wrote the underwater techno-tluiller novel The Steel Albatmss and a sequel novel entitled Deep Flight. He is the 
inspiration behind, and co-founder of, the Scott Carpenter Man In The Sea Program, a "space-camp" like educational program oper-
ated by the Marine Resources Development Foundation in the Florida Keys. 
NICKICORN 
Nick's involvement in diving dates back over 40 years. He took part in America's first formal underwater instructors course 
at Scripps Institute of Oceanography in 1953 and was a Board Member of the Los Angeles Instructor Association for 12 years. In 
1965 he joined U.S. Divers as senior engineer, was later PADI's tirst Executive Director and eventually joined Pelican Products as 
Manager of Product Development. During his lengthy career he has amassed what is possibly the world;s largest collection of 
scuba equipment which he regularly displays at various diving events. A fuller profile on Nick's career can be found in IDSTORI-
CAL DIVER issue No. 6 Page 28. 
~----------------~(THE SECRETARY'S NOTEBOOK)~----------------~ 
In order to keep all the membership informed on the activities of its Board of Directors, I will, in my capacity as Secretary 
of the HDS, be passing on a few notes of importance to you in each issue of HISTORICAL DIVER. I hope these brief 
paragraphs will help to keep everyone up-to-date on the administrative end of the Society's operations and I welcome input from 
the entire membership. 
In co-operation with our fellow organization in Great Britain, the HDSUSA will be assisting in a truly historical undertaking 
in that country. As recorded in U.K. Newsletter volume 1, number 2 the monument on the grave of Augustus Siebe was completely 
destroyed sometime after 1970. A fund was recently established to purchase an appropriate replacement stone and, with a dona-
tion of £200 from the HDSUSA, the fund .now has sufficient money to achieve it's goal. Through the efforts of enthusiasts on both 
sides of the Atlantic, the resting place of "the father of diving" will once again be properly marked for posterity. 
The dramatic growth of the HDS USA in recent years has led to a decision by the Board of Directors to bring the administra-
tion of the Society in line with that used by our fellow professional diving organizations, DEMA and the ADC. As a result the 
Board has been restructured to make its operation more efficient. The most noticeable change is the shifting of positions in the 
Board's leadership. Skip Dunham will now serve as both President of the HDS , as well as Chairman of the Board of Directors. 
The Vice President's position will be taken over by Dr. Paul Linaweaver, and former President Leslie Leaney will assume the new 
administrative position of Executive Director. This restructuring is one of various steps recently taken to prepare the Society for 
the formation of local chapters, 
Under the guidance of Director Scrap Lundy, the Board approved the establishing of the first local chapter of HDSUSA by 
members in San Diego. The formation has been subject to the usual non profit regulations and was successfully completed on 
March 10 th. (see News section ) 
Nyle C. Monday, Secretary, HDSUSA e 
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NEWS BRIEFS 
HDS RALLIES - Initial plans are under way to hold an 
HDS rally on the East Coast in conjunction with the ADC. The 
rally will take place in Pittsburg PAonAugust 24-25. HDS and 
ADC member Rich Riley is working on the details with other 
members. There will not be an HDS rally in Santa Barbara this 
year. It is hoped to hold a rally in conjunction with the ADC's 
Western Chapter Conference in early November. Details of 
these rally's will appear in the next issue of HISTORICAL 
DIVER and on the HDS Web Page. 
Dick Rutkowski 
AQUACORPS TEKKIE 
AWARD- HDS Charter member 
Dick Rutkowski has received the 
1996 TEKKIE Award for his con-
tinuous contributions to technical 
diving. The award was presented by 
AQUACORPS head, Michael 
Menduno at the '96 TEK Confer-
ence in New Orleans. 
NAUTICAL BRASS- We are sad to announce the de-
mise of Nautical Brass Magazine, which published it's last is-
sue in February 1996. Founded by Bill Momsen to cover the 
interests of nautical collectors and maritime historians, Nauti-
cal Brass first appeared in February 1981. Various articles per-
taining to diving equipment were published during the maga-
zines fifteen year life, and we hope to publish a review of these 
in a future issue. We will miss Bill in our mail box, but he, and 
Nautical Brass, can now be found at HTTP://WWW.USA 
COMPUTERS.NET/NBRASS/ We wish him well in his new 
location. 
CREDIT CARDS AND MEMBERSHIPS. With the 
recent restructuring of the Society's administration we are now 
able to offer members the convenience of purchases and re-
newals by Visa or MasterCard. This benefit was established 
by Treasurer Andy Lentz. Director of Membership Ron 
Karlsson has instituted a quarterly renewal system which oper-
ates on the same quarterly cycle as Historical Diver. Member-
ship renewals will now be mailed in conjunction with the maga-
zine. 
GOOD GUYS -The recent passing of diving pioneer Joe 
Savoie has provided an opportunity for the professional div-
ing community to come together and assist one of their own. 
The establishing of The Savioe Fund is recorded else where in 
this issue, along with details of a fund raising effort. Many 
people have already stepped up to support this worthy cause, 
which has been made possible by the efforts of Jim Fowler, 
Jesse Dean and Howie Doyle among others. For friends in 
need, they are friends in deed. 
AQUA CORPS- In a recent press release, AQUACORPS' 
Michael Menduno announced "AQUACORPS INC. is restruc-
turing it's business in order to better serve the rapidly changing 
diving market and to keep pace with projected growth." The 
company is currently in discussion with several potential part-
ners whose participation would strengthen and broaden the fo-
cus of AQUACORPS JOURNAL and the TEK conferences. 
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JENNIFER KING elected to 
Explorer's Club HDS USA member 
Jennifer King (No.289), has recently 
been elected to the internationally re-
nowned Explorer's Club, a professional 
society dedicated to scientific research 
and the promotion of the "instinct to 
explore." Many famed underwater ex-
plorers are members of the Club, in-
cluding Dr. Sylvia Earle and Bob 
Ballard. Our congratulations to 
Jennifer. 
UNDERWATER MOSQUITO MARATHON 
Sub Ocean Safety, a nonprofit (501 c-3) tax exempt organiza-
tion is sponsoring the world's first underwater marathon on 
June 12, 1996, under Lake Ponchartrain, bordering New Or-
leans. The race is named after the Miskito Indian divers of 
Central America. It is designated to be a "per mile" fund raiser 
for Sub Ocean Safety s emergency medical relief projects and 
educational efforts, which focus on the impact of "new" scuba 
and hooka technologies on indigenous diver/fishermen the 
world over. Due to a lack of diver education, compressed air 
technology frequently leads to decompression sickness in un-
trained divers. For support and race details contact Sub Ocean 
Safety at: P.O. Box 834 Lacombe, LA 70445 USA 
Phone: 504-882-7286 Fax: 504-882-3557 or 
e-mail: subocean@communique.net 
FROM NICK BAKER- 1996 HDS CONFERENCE 
AT GREENWICH ENGLAND. The Historical Diving Soci-
ety in UK - will be holding its seventh annual conference in 
November in Greenwich, England at the British National Mari-
time Museum a place with many historic and historical diving 
connections. 
The building in which the HDS will hold its conference 
has impeccable diving credentials. The National Maritime 
Museum was once a school for boys destined for the merchant 
service and it educated the brothers John and Charles Deane. 
The boys, natives of Deptford, grew up in the area and it was 
here they formulated their first plans for underwater explora-
tion. A short walk away, the shipyards of the Thames pro-
vided their inspiration, whilst in nearby Soho the workshop of 
Augustus Siebe provided the engineering means. The area even 
provided for their first ever experimental dive, a short but suc-
cessful 'dip' in the Croydon Canal. 
The HDS conference will be held on Saturday 16th No-
vember. Speakers arranged so far are Dr. Art Bachrach Ph.D., 
and Dr Jim Vorosmarti MD. The HDS annual dinner will be 
held on Saturday evening at a nearby historical inn. There will 
also, of course, be the chance to explore places of historic, 
and historical diving, interest. 
The HDS would welcome HDS USA members to the con-
ference and to London, Greenwich and Great Britain. 
Further details from; 
Nick Baker 
23 Brompton Drive, BRIERLEY HILL, 
West Midlands, DY5 3NZ, United Kingdom, 
Tel/Fax +44(0)1384896079, 
E-mail I 01463.726@compuserve.com 
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Gustav in 1957 
IN MEMORY 
GUSTAV DALLA VALLE 
One of sports diving's most colorful pioneers, Gustav Dalla Valle, passed away on De-
cember 14,1995 at Queen of the Valley Hospital in Napa, California, after an almost nine year 
fight against prostate cancer. 
The son of a Count, Gustav was born into a wine making family in Cortina, Italy. During 
WWII he avoided Mussolini by obtaining asylum in the Vatican. Gustav studied architecture 
in Venice before moving to the Left Bank of Paris to become a painter. From Paris he moved to 
Haiti where he started a casino and hotel, and also a snorkeling and spear fishing operation . 
The political situation caused him to eventually abandon Haiti and move to America, where, 
amongst many other adventures, he co-founded Scubapro with Dick Bonin. 
He began his free diving career in the Mediterranean before World War II, becoming an 
internationally know sperufishing champion. In 1948, at about the same time that Cousteau 
was active with the AquaLung, Gustav began importing European diving equipment into the 
United States. His company was called "The Spearfisherman", and he became increasing in-
volved with the marketing aspects of his importing operations. 
By 1953 he moved to the United States and settled in the Los Angeles ru·ea. He was very suppmtive of the U.S. Spearfishing 
Team, working with Big Jim Christiansen who was the Team Coach. During the 
early 1960s he spent time training, fund raising and traveling with the team, and, 
with Christiansen, was involved in gaining the United States it's only World 
Spearfishing Championship (1968) to date. His involvement in spearfishing also in-
cluded writing articles and taking photographs, primarily for Skin Diver Magazine. 
When scuba diving began, Gustav called his new brand of brothers "bubble 
divers". He was still a diehard skin diving spearfisherman, but he did much to ad-
vance both approaches to exploring and enjoying the undersea. 
For many years he was a Representative of the United States in the World 
Underwater Federation. After contributing much to the organization 's growth, he 
resigned his position because of growing business time constraints. 
He organized Diving Tours, Inc., produced underwater movies and was very 
active in early television shows about the ocean. 
In 1955, he licensed his European product lines to Health ways in Los Angeles, 
and developed a line of diving products. In 1962, Healthways started a division called 
Scubapro and hired Dick Bonin as it's Sales Manager. When Healthways declared 
bankruptcy in 1963, Gustav acquired Scubapro for $1 .00, making it a division of his 
company, Sport Industries, Inc. Dalla Valle was Chairman of the Board, and Dick 
Bonin became President and General Manager. 
Gustav and Owen Churchill1956 
The beginning of Scubapro was tough. Starting out in a small garage in Gardena, California, Dalla Valle and Bonin 
eventually built Scubapro into one of the largest and most profitable diving equipment manufacturers in the world. 
Gustav and Dick Bonin 
at Scubapro s 25th Anniversary 
Sports Industries Inc. evolved into Under Sea Industries, which along with 
Scubapro, was sold to Johnson Wax in 1974 becoming a division of their Johnson 
World Wide (JWA) holding company. 
Gustav left his diving world, and moved to Mustique having Princess Mar-
garet and Mick Jagger for neighbors . He eventually returned to America and estab-
lished the "DALLA VALLE VINEYARDS" in Oakville, California becoming world 
famous (for a second time) for his outstanding Cabernet Sauvignon. 
Gustav Dalla Valle was one of the first knowledgeable and experienced divers 
in the American sports diving industry. He used that expetience to develop a career 
in marketing that has been the foundation for many diving companies. His knowl-
edge and influence have benefited countless divers during the sports fledgling 
years . 
The international success of the companies he founded, and the global in-
dustry that they continue to thrive in , are his legacy. 
The editor wishes to thank members Dick Bonin, Ed Cargile, Eric Hanauer, Gene Webb and Dr Sam Miller for their 
assistance in this article. 
Photos courtesy Skin Diver Magazine and Dick Bonin. 
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Joe in 1964 
IN MElVIORY 
Joe Savoie 
January 25, 1926- March 10, 1996 
Historical Diver is sad to report the passing of Mr. Joe Savoie, one of the 
world's true diving innovators. Joe left us on Sunday March lOth, 1996 after a 
period of illness. He passed away at his home in Boutte, Louisiana in the com-
pany of friends and family. He had recently celebrated his 70th birthday. 
Joe quit school in the sixth grade and became a self taught man of numerous 
engineeting talents. He developed several innovative engineeting ideas in the 
fields of aviation, commercial diving and mototized transportation, some of which 
he was able to patent. He is however, best known for his unique design of diving 
helmet that helped revolutionize commercial diving equipment duting the 1960s. 
Patented in 1964, the Savoie diving helmet is considered to be of histotical sig-
nificance. It is an important step in the transition from the traditional heavy gear 
diving (such as U.S.N. Mark V )to today's lightweight swim gear (such as Superlite 
17 etc.). The Savioe helmets were all hand made using components manufac-
tured on machines mostly designed and built by Joe himself. His "hands on, self 
contained" approach extended to the complete Savoie manufactuting plant and 
office, which were all located at his home. A colmful and sometimes controver-
sial character, he was always his own man on his own highway. 
Joe's extended illness required a great deal of medical attention. To help 
defray the substantial medical costs, a fund has been established in his name by a 
group of ftiends. The Savoie Fund provides not only an oppmtunity for divers to assist the family of a fellow diver, but 
also to acquire an histotical diving item. 
The editors of Historical Diver were fortunate enough to be able to conduct two btief interviews with Joe in 
January of this year, and an article coveting his career will be published in the next issue. Q 
WIN A PIECE OF DIVING HISTORY 
RAFFLE TO BENEFIT THE SAVOIE FUND 
Joe Savoie helmet no 002 
Joe Savoie Diving Helmet# 002 will be raffled off to raise money for the Savoie Fund. The helmet is an air model 
constructed of a fiber glass shell with stainless steel fittings and stamped# 002. It was hand built by Joe Savoie in 1965 as one 
of only approximately one hundred that were produced in a standard fiberglass design. It has been professionally restored 
under the supervision of Aqua Tech Dive Center. Tickets are $5 each. This is a unique opportunity to acquire an item of 
historical significance and assist the family of a fellow diver. The drawing will be held on September 6th. Each $5.00 
donation to the Savoie Fund provides one chance to win during this drawing. For tickets or information, call 504-340-
4601, fax 504-340-4602. Or you may send checks payable to The Savoie Fund c/o Oceans Technology Inc., 3836 Spencer 
St., Harvey, LA 70058. Mailed entries must be received by August 31, 1996 to be eligible for the drawing. 
The Savoie Fund was established through the efforts of Jim Fowler of Fowler Resources and other friends of the Savoie family. Savoie 
Helmet #002 is donated by HDSUSA Charter Member Jesse Dean of Aqua Tech Dive Center. 
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NEW ORLEANS 
• '96 TEK • UNDERWATER INTERVENTION • DEMA XX• 
The HDSUSA displayed at all three trade shows in New Orleans, and were assisted by Siebe Gorman's Steve James on his 
first visit to the United States. HDSUK committee member Peter Jackson was also in attendance giving two presentations on 
the Fleuss Apparatus at "96 TEK. As was expected, thousands of divers from around the world gathered for the ten day 
marathon and the following are a few photos of some of the visitors to the HDSUSA booth. 
HDSUSA Treasurer Andy Lentz, Lorenzo Cervellin and 
Cristina Pasini of HDS ltalia and Steve James 
Former US Navy Aquanauts Bob Barth 
and l-litlly Jenkins at '96 TEK 
Siebe Connan's Steve James with 
DES CO Vice President Ric Koellner (above) and 
Advisory Board Member Andre Galerne (right) 
at Underwater Intervention 
Peter Jackson with sports diving pioneer 
Bob Miestral and his wife Laura Lee 
Advisory Board Members E.R. Cross and 
Andreas Rechnitzer at DEMA 
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Commercial dive industry veteran Harry Kohles of Aqua 
Tech Dive Center and E.R. Cross at Underwater Intervention 
First place winners in the "ANDREWS SISTERS 
KARAOKE and LOOK-A-LIKE CONTEST" at '96 TEK were 
Doug Austin, David Smith and Derek Clarke of DIVEX. 
The bonnie trio came all the way from Aberdeen Scotland 
(Nice Legs guys, shame about the face!) 
HDSUSA would like to thank the Boards and Officers of all the sponsoring organizations for allowing us to be a part of these 
special diving events. 
For information on these trade shows contact: 
ADC Underwater Intervention 
2611 F.M. 1960 W, Suite F-204, Houston, TX, 77068 Phone: 713-893-8388 
DEMA 
2050 South Santa Cruz St., Suite I 000, Anaheim, CA, 92805 Phone: 714-939-6399 
TEK- AQUA CORPS 
P.O. Box 4243, Key West, FL, 33041 Phone: 305-294-3540 
MARK V DRAWING 
Ocean Futures' John Englande1; HDSUSA ~· 
Leslie Leaney and DEMA's Sam Jackson 
John Englander digs 
DEEP .for a winner! 
And the winner is: ....... . 
JOSE PEREZ 
The drawing for the Limited Edition MK V Helmet took place at DEMA. A drum containing all the tickets 
was spun by DEMA Executive Director Sam Jackson, and the winning ticket was drawn by John Englander, 
Chairman of Ocean Futures. The winner was Jose Perez of Leisure City Florida who works at Diver's Outlet 
in Florida City. Part of the proceeds from the drawing were donated to Ocean Futures, DEMA's non profit 
environmental foundation, which is dedicated to the conservation of our marine environment. 
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WORKING 
EQUIPMENT GROUPS 
Working Equipment Groups 
(WEG s) consist of divers who actively restore 
and operate classic and antique diving 
equipment. The activities of WEG s are NOT 
official HDSUSAfunctions. 
HDSUSA/NEWEG at TEK '96 
The "Blizzard of '96" almost shot us down before 
we could leave, since Jim Folk- who had the MkV gear-
was snowbound for three days! We departed Wilmington, 
Delaware, just after midnight on Friday, January 11, 
fought Round Two of the Blizzard around Richmond and 
arrived in New Orleans about 3:30AM on Saturday. I put 
on a slide show about the MkV that afternoon, and we 
had the rest of the weekend to enjoy the TEK show and 
visit with Leslie and his crew at the HDSUSA booth. We 
arranged with Rodney Cruze of Aqua Air industries of 
Harvey, La., (an HDS member) to supply us with a die-
sel-powered air compressor and volume tank. Paul Schenk 
drove over from Houston with his own complete MkV 
rig. 
On Monday we set up at the beautiful University of 
New Orleans 12-foot-deep Olympic swimming pool with 
two MkV rigs and Paul's MkV comm box. We were an 
immediate success with 14 people signing up to dive. Also 
in the pool were demonstrations of rebreathers, under-
water video and Force Fins. 
Mark and Gina Leonard at TEC "96 
We had a great time. Our first customer, a young 
Navy salvage officer, managed to get upside-down on 
the bottom. We even got our first husband-and-wife team, 
Mark and Gina Leonard of DiveRite in Lake City Florida, 
diving MkV's together. Helping with the diving were Rich 
Riley, Mark Butler and Wayne Jones. What a great es-
cape from winter! 
Jim Boyd 
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FLORIDA -TREASURE COAST W.E.G. 
John Gallagan with Miller Dunn Style 3 
Jim Boyd in John Gallagan s U.S.N. Mark 12 
John GaHagan of Hollywood, Florida has formed 
the Treasure Coast Working Equipment Group and has 
held a "Double-Hose Rally" with local divers. John, a 
firefighter and free-lance commercial diver, owns a soon-
to-be operable MkV and purchased a Navy Mk12 rig that 
Jim Boyd had been considering buying and had to pass 
up for lack of funds. 
Following a week in Key West, Jim visited John on 
November 5-6, 1995, and held an impromptu Working 
Equipment Rally, diving John's Mk12, SuperLite 17 and 
Miller and Snead diving hoods in the ten-foot-deep lake 
behind John's home. They were assisted by John's 
firefighting and diving buddy Mike Russo. John was re-
cently married underwater in the Snead and Miller rigs. 
He hopes to bring the hoods and Mk12 to a Northeast 
Rally. 
NEW JERSEY, PENNSYLVANIA 
NORTH EAST WORKING EQUIPMENT GROUP 
Contact Jim Boyd, P.O. Box 759, Middleville, NJ 07855, 
Phone (201) 948-5618 
TEXAS - GULF COAST WEG 
Contact Paul Schenk at 
3600 Bay Area Boulevard, Houston, TX 77058, 
Phone (713) 486-8312 
FLORIDA- TREASURE COAST W.E.G. 
Contact John Gallagan, P.O. Box 1039, Hollywood, FL 33022, 
Phone (305) 989-1377 Q. 
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EARLY SIEBE GORMAN MASKS AT '96 TEK 
Aqua Corps Magazine, in conjunction with the HDSUSA and Siebe Gorman, sponsored the first appearance in America of some 
of the world's earliest rebreathing equipment. The equipment was on loan from the Siebe Gorman Museum in Wales, and was 
accompanied by the museums curator Stephen James, and British diving historian Peter Jackson. The equipment was on display 
at the HDS booth where Stephen was on duty to explain it's history and operation. Using slides showing various different designs 
and developments, Peter gave two presentations on the early Fleuss apparatus to conference attendees. Two of the items on 
display are shown below with a period photograph of an early Fleuss system. Photograph captions are by Peter Jackson. 
This mask was used on the Fleuss-Davis apparatus produced 
around 1905-6. The earliest positive identification 1 have is in 
a photo of the Fleuss- Davis Mines Rescue Apparatus in a book 
dated 1908. Davis claimed the mask dated from 1881, but it 
was clearly intended for use with the chest mounted bag layout 
(with no canister on back-caustic soda in the bag), which 
Fleuss developed around 1890-1895. It is possible that this mask 
dates from then. Research continues. 
Bev Morgan and Peter Jackson viewing the mask display 
This mask was produced by Siebe Gorman around 1905 and 
had a pneumatic seal,-hence the rubber bulb for inflation. This 
date was given by Davis but it is possible that it is in fact no 
earlier than circa 1918. 
Fleuss'first rescue apparatus of(mid) 1880 with both the al-
kali chamber and the bag mounted on the back. The exposed 
position of the bag made it very vulnerable, so it was soon 
moved to the front. 
Some details of the history of rebreathers, Henry Fleuss, Sir Robert H. Davis and the company of Siebe Gorman can be found in 
"DEEP DIVING & SUBMARINE OPERATIONS" by Sir Robert H. Davis. This book is available through HISTORICAL DIVER 
(see page 29 ) and has a review of it's content and history in issue #6. Photos courtesy Siebe Gorman. Q. 
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AWARDS 
Bev receives his Award from Sylvia. 
Juan Crofton and E. R. Cross 
display their Awards. 
Mary Ann Galletti and E. R. Cross. 
DEMA 
Advisory Board member Bev Morgan has received DEMA's 
REACHING OUT Award for his continuous contributions to 
sports diving. Bev received his award from fellow Advisory 
Board member Dr. Sylvia Earle during the DEMA conference 
in New Orleans. Bev entered diving in the late 1940s making 
much of his own gear. From that time on he has been constantly 
involved in diving, and his products have attained an interna-
tional market and reputation in military, sports and commercial 
diving. He is currently developing an item which could revolu-
tionize diving equipment in all fields. 
ADC 
Sparling School of Deepsea Diving s 
"50 Fathom" class circa 1950. Dan Patch, John Galletti, 
Wendell Rempage, Davis, Dick Hay-Chapman and Murray Black. 
Senior HDSUSA Member Juan Crofton has received 
the Association of Diving Contractor's Tom Devine Me-
morial Award. 
Advisory Board member E. R. Cross has received 
the ADC's John Galletti Award in recognition for hisser-
vices to diving. Both Juan and E. R. received their awards 
from ADC Chairman Jack Reedy at the ADC's gala re-
ception held in New Orleans spectacular Aquarium ofthe 
Americas. 
The Galletti Award has tremendous personal sig-
nificance forE R as he personally taught John Galletti to 
dive when John was a student at the Sparling School of 
Deep Sea Diving. 
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HDSUSA - San Diego Chapter 
L toR. Ben Stone, John Williamson, Eric Hanauer, David 
Brown, Leslie Leaney (kneeling), Ace Parnell, Joe 
Hlebica, Ed Szostak. 
The Board of Directors recently gave approval for the es-
tablishing of the first chapter of the HDSUSA. A strong interest 
had been shown by members in San Diego, who have been cor-
responding with HDSUSA Director of Chapter Development 
Scrap Lundy, throughout 1995. An exploratory steering com-
mittee was formed in November 1995 and the chapters Inaugu-
ral Meeting took place on March 10 th, 1996 aboard the aptly 
named MN Future, in San Diego Bay. The meeting was hosted 
by Ace Parnell and Carolyn Strawn and attended by a diverse 
group of San Diego divers. The most "historical" attendee was 
83 year old Ben Stone, a co-founder of the internationally fa-
mous free diving club The San Diego Bottom Scratchers, which 
were formed in 1933. Diving historian and author, Eric Hanauer, 
former commercial abalone diver Jack Breece, Scripps Institute's 
Joe Hlebica, U.S. Navy senior chief diver Dave Brown, SanDi-
ego Council of Diver's John Williamson, HDSUSA charter mem-
ber Ed Szostack and Eric Carlson were also present. Due to a 
scheduling conflict, Scrap Lundy was unable to attend. His place 
was taken by HDSUSA Executive Director Leslie Leaney who 
gave a brief presentation on the requirements for chapter status 
and the legal restraints and requirements involved in it's administration and operation. An election of principle officers was held 
and the following offices were established. 
Chapter President; Ace Parnell, Chapter Secretary; Joe Hlebica, Chapter Treasurer; David Brown, Chapter Newsletter 
Editor; John Williamson. 
There followed various discussions on the potential of the chapter and the rich wealth of diving history associated with the 
area. The chapters first official activity will be a visit to the diving archives at Scripps Institute of Oceanography organized by Joe 
Hlebica, on Friday May 3rd, 1996, followed in the evening by a dinner meeting at the San Diego Council of Divers Spring Awards 
Banquet. 
For information on the SAN DIEGO CHAPTER HDSUSA, contact: Ace Parnell at 2726 Shelter Island Dr. #80, 
San Diego CA. 92106, Phone 619-226-1199. 
For information on forming a local chapter of the HDSUSA, contact: A.L. "Scrap" Lundy, 919 Roble Lane, 
Santa Barbara, CA. 93101. Phone 805-569-0780. ~.} 
HDSUSA 1996 
RALLY AND DISPLAY 
THIS IS A PROVISIONAL NOTICE ONLY 
To be held in conjunction with: 
APC Western Chapter Conference. 
Probably at either Lake Tahoe California, Las 
Vegas or Reno Nevada and probably on the first 
weekend of November 
For further HDS information please contact 
805 963 6610 or our web page 
For further ADC Western Chapter Conference 
information please contact 
Phone 510 439 7227 
Full details will appear in the 
next issue of HISTORICAL DIVER. 
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HDSUSAEAST 
COAST RALLY 
THIS IS A PROVISIONAL NOTICE ONLY 
To be held in conjunction with: 
ADC INLAND/COASTAL 
'96 DIVING CONFERENCE 
August 24-25 
Pittsburgh Pennsylvania 
For further HDS rally information contact 
Rich Riley at 412 847 3483 
( 8 am to 8 pm only please) EDT 
For ADC Conference information contact 
Richard Jager at 203 368 4611 
Full details will appear in the 
next issue of HISTORICAL DIVER. 
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CO\.ER STORY 
Max E. Nohl 
The World Record Dive of 1937 
By John R. Kane 
Dedicated to the memory of 
Max E. Nohl and Dr. Edgar End, M.D. 
December 1, 1937 was a momentous day in the his-
tory of diving. Not only was a new world record set at 
420 feet; it was also the first significant use of a helium-
oxygen breathing mixture in an open water environment 
outside the confines of a dry hyperbaric facility. 
Captain John D. Craig (Left), Max Nohl (Center) sign 
liability waivers before tests at Milwaukee County 
Emergency Hospital Recompression Chamber. 
Dr. Edgar End M.D. (Right) 
THE PARTICIPANTS 
Max Eugene Nohl was 27 years of age at the time of 
the dive. He was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Lee F. Nohl. 
(Mr. Nohl was a prominent Milwaukee attorney.) In 1929, 
the year Max Nohl graduated from the Milwaukee Uni-
versity School, he made his first dive in a swimming pool 
with an open helmet made from a pail. During his college 
years, he attended the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology. Upon his graduation in 1933, Nohl returned to 
Milwaukee. He later purchased a standard hard hat rig 
from the friend of a diver who had died in an accident 
while using it1• Nohl began to dive regularly and from 
this experience he was on his way towards the develop-
ment of a new diving apparatus. 
14 
Dr. Edgar End, M.D. of the Marquette University 
School of Medicine in Milwaukee, was the person re-
sponsible for calculating the helium-oxygen breathing 
mixtures and the decompression schedule used for the 
world record dive. Dr. End first met Max Nohl in April 
1937.2 
Captain John D. Craig (Danger is My Business/book 
and TV series) also played an important role in terms of 
financially backing3 and participating in the experiments 
conducted at the Milwaukee County Emergency Hospi-
tal Recompression Chamber in the months prior to the 
420 foot dive.4 Captain Craig and Max Nohl had dove 
together on a shipwreck (the John Dwight) in the sum-
mer of 1935 and had kept in contact with each other to 
work on new equipment designs since that time.5 
EXPERIMENTATION 
In 1937, the use of a helium-oxygen breathing mix-
ture for an actual dive was seen as a revolutionary step. 
However, the actual theory was first proposed nearly two 
Dr. End checks the rebreathers Craig and Noh/ will be using 
for the chamber tests. 
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decades earlier. Professor/inventor Elihu Thompson, first 
theorized in 1919 that helium might be used to replace 
nitrogen in a diver's breathing mixture, thus avoiding the 
narcotic effect of air at greater depths.6 The U.S. Bureau 
of Mines and the U.S. Navy conducted joint experiments 
in 1924 with helium-oxygen breathing mixtures. By 1927, 
the U.S. Navy was running its own tests at the Experi-
mental Diving Unit in Washington, D.C.7 · 
In the spring and summer of 1937, Max Nohl, Cap-
tain John Craig, and Dr. Edgar End participated in three 
experiments conducted by 
Dr. End. The recompression 
chamber at the Milwaukee 
County Emergency Hospital 
was the site of the experi-
s 
ments. 
The three experiments 
were conducted in the same 
manner. Max Nohl and Cap-
tain Craig entered one com-
partment of the chamber and 
used rebreather apparatus. 
Each unit had a spirometer, 
soda lime canister, and a 
mouth-piece. Max Nohl and 
Captain Craig would breathe 
helium-nitrogen-oxygen and 
helium-oxygen mixtures 
(premixed) through each ap-
paratus. Dr. End was in the 
other compartment and 
breathed air during each ex-
periment. He controlled the 
experiments and observed 
Nohl and Craig through a 
small window in the com-
partment door. 9 
In the second experiment Max Nohl and Captain 
Craig breathed a mixture of 21 per cent oxygen, 26.5 per 
cent nitrogen, and 52.5 per cent helium. Once again the 
participants remained for one hour at a 90 foot equiva-
lent. Dr. End wanted to cut the decompression time in 
half. Decompression was conducted as planned at a uni-
form rate. Within four minutes Nohl and Craig were back 
at atmospheric pressure with no side effects. 11 
The third and final experiment employed a mixture 
of 79 per cent helium and 21 per cent oxygen. After one 
hour at a 90 foot equivalent, 
decompression was carried 
out within two minutes. No 
ill effects occurredP The 
only problem noted was the 
change in pitch of the 
divers' voices as they 
breathed helium-oxygen 
mixtures. 
NEW EQUIPMENT 
The diving equipment 
used by Max Nohl on his 
record dive was completely 
self-contained in terms of its 
breathing supply. 13 The only 
connection to the surface 
was made via a telephone 
cable and a life line. Both 
life line and cable could be 
disconnected at the diver's 
discretion or cut by the 
diver if need be in any emer-
gency situation. 
In each experiment the 
chamber was pressurized to 
an equivalent of 90 feet of 
water. In experiment 1, Nohl 
and Craig breathed 21 per 
cent oxygen, 52.5 per cent 
nitrogen, and 26.5 per cent 
helium. (Dr. End breathed 
A practice dive conducted in Lake Michigan .from the Coast 
Guard Cutter Antietam on Aprill2, 1937. Max Noh! using 
an early model of the Craig-Nohl suit returns to the surface 
covered with lines after going below to assist Capt. Craig, 
The helmet was very 
sophisticated in terms of its 
form and design. It was 
made of polished aluminum 
and weighed approximately 
45 pounds. No breast plate 
was to be used. A 360 de-
gree faceplate offered the 
diver an excellent field of 
vision in any direction. Into 
the top of the helmet's inte-
who had been accidentally entangled in wreckage, while 
diving with surface supplied equipment. 
air in a separate compart-
ment.) The participants remained for one hour at the 90 
foot level. Because of the reduced nitrogen content, de-
compression was greatly reduced. Less nitrogen had been 
absorbed into the divers' bodies. Decompression took 
only 8 minutes. Because of the reduced nitrogen, it was 
as if the two divers had been at the 60 foot level. Dr. End 
required a longer decompression due to his breathing air. 10 
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rior was fitted a depth 
gauge, watch, compass, pressure gauges for the back 
mounted cylinders, and a container for liquid food. 14 (The 
overall appearance of the helmet can be compared to a 
scaled down lighthouse dome.) When using this helmet 
Nohl wore a leather football helmet. This was to offer 
protection from bumping his head on the inside of the 
diving helmet, but also held the earphones in place for 
communication purposes. 
15 
Assistant lve Vestrem helps Noh! make .final adjustments to 
the carbon dioxide scrubber of the Craig-Nohl suit. 
The diving dress was made of rubberized canvas. It 
was designed to keep the diver dry. The helmet and div-
ing dress were connected together by two metal bands 
which were drawn tight once the collar of the dress was 
stretched up over the bottom of the helmet. 
The breathing mixture was to be carried in cylinders 
on the diver's back. A three cylinder unit was available, 
but only a two cylinder rig was used for the world record 
dive. 
According to Dr. End, "In one of the steel cylinders 
is carried a respirable gas which the diver admits into the 
suit to equalize increasing water pressure as he descends. 
The other cylinder contains oxygen which enters the suit 
at a rate carefully controlled by the diver to satisfy his 
metabolic requirements." 15 
Inside the diving suit Max Nohl wore an oral nasal 
mask which was connected to a rubber device looking 
like a hot water bottle. It was filled with soda lime to 
remove carbon dioxide from the diver's exhalations. 
Valves were arranged so that when Noh] inhaled the 
breathing mixture would come from what was inside the 
suit and helmet. When Nohl exhaled the carbon dioxide 
was effectively removed by passing through the soda lime, 
while the exhaled helium would reenter the suit to be used 
again. 
One of the great advantages of this design was that 
Nohl could completely control the flow of oxygen. De-
crease it at greater depths and increase it at lesser depths. 
Therefore, the partial pressure of oxygen could be ap-
proximately that of atmospheric air. 16 
On the day of the dive Max Noh] wore a one-piece 
zippered suit of thick wool. This was complemented by 
wool socks and mittens. Over the wool undergarment he 
wore a thin suit of leather (chamois). 17 
16 
Standard diving boots were also worn with the div-
ing outfit. Each boot weighed approximately eighteen 
pounds. These could be removed by the diver in case of 
emergency. 
Attached to the outside of the diving suit at chest 
level was a braking device. Through it passed the de-
scending line. At any time during the dive Noh! could 
stop or slow his descent. 
The cylinders, helmet, and braking device were all 
chained together to form a harness. At the top of the hel-
met was a lifting ring to facilitate getting the diver in and 
out of the water. Once out of the water the diver's weight 
would be supported by the chain harness. 
No weight belt was needed or used with the Craig 
Nohl diving dress. 
THE RECORD DIVE 
During the autumn months of 1937, Max Nohl made 
a series of dives to test his diving apparatus and Dr. End's 
decompression schedules. (Each dive was deeper than 
the preceding one.) By late November, Nohl was confi-
dent that he could establish a new world's record. 
On Wednesday, December 1, 1937 the U.S. Coast Guard 
cutter, Antietam reached its destination by noon. The Lake 
Michigan dive site was about 25 miles northeast of Mil-
waukee and approximately 12 miles east of Port Wash-
ington, Wisconsin. The commanding officer of the 
Antietam, Lt. E. C. Whitfield, ordered depth measurements 
Assistants help Noh! suit up in preparation to enter the 
water for the record dive 
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to be taken. Both by sounding lead and gauge the depth 
registered was 420 feet. This would also be verified later 
by Nohl's descending line and telephone cable. 18 
Max Nohl began to suit up for the dive and was as-
sisted by Mr. Ive Vestrem, an associate, and Mr. Carl 
Fischer (Chief Engineer of Milwaukee Country Institu-
tions). Dr. End watched and was near the diver's tele-
phone. Once ready, a lifting cable was attached to the top 
of Nohl's helmet and he was swung over the side of the 
Antietam using a lifeboat davit. 
Nohl entered the water at 12:50 P.M. Within three 
minutes he had reached a depth of 200 feet, where he 
paused to equalize his ears and make adjustments to his 
breathing mixture. 19 
A slight mishap occurred during this part of the dive. 
One of the surface crew did not hold onto the telephone 
cable. The cable continued to feed out on its own weight 
from the cable already in the water. This was noticed and 
corrected, but the cable in the water had formed into a 
large loop. As Nohl resumed his descent he passed through 
the loop and became entangled. He worked his way to 
240 feet, but this took 26 minutes. Noh] could have cut 
his telephone cable and continued his descent, but it was 
thought wiser to return him to the surface and start the 
Max Nohl is lowered over the side of the Antietam to begin 
the dive. Note the braking device on the divers chest to help 
regulate his decent. 
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An excellent view of the Craig-Nohl suit showing the 
polished aluminum helmet with the 360• viewport. 
dive over again.20 
At 1 :25 P.M. Max Nohl re-entered the water after 
being untangled and reached the bottom without incident 
within 9 minutes. At the 400 foot level he had paused 
momentarily. Ive Vestrem asked Nohl to come up, but 
N ohl replied that he had better go as far down as he could. 
He also said that the temperature was just above freezing 
and that he could see his white diving suit mittens in front 
of his helmet. 21 
Moments later (1 :34 P.M.) Max Nohl reported, '"I've 
hit bottom" 22 The crew on the Antietam started to shout 
and cheer. The cutter's whistle was blown. Nohl spent 
nine minutes on the bottom, walking and crawling. He 
was hoping to find a small stone or a rock to bring up, but 
could not find any due to the clay/mud like bottom con-
ditions. Nohl was in constant communication with Mr. 
Vestrem and Dr. End. Visibility on the bottom was re-
ported by Noh] to be only 5 to 6 inches at best.23 
At 1:43 P.M. the ascent to the surface began. Nohl 
was raised towards the surface at a slow rate. On the way 
up he vented excess helium-oxygen from his suit to avoid 
a blow up. Large bubbles were noticed on the surface as 
Noh] carried out this procedure. He reached the 200 foot 
level at 1 :55 P.M. and ten minutes later was at the 30 foot 
level. Nohl's breathing mixture up to this stage of the 
17 
18 
A jubilant Max Noh/ is surrounded by his assistants after 
completing the dive and setting a new world's record. 
dive had been 80 per cent helium and 20 per cent oxy-
gen. Once having reached the 30 foot level, Nohl vented 
all helium-oxygen out of the suit and replaced it with pure 
oxygen. This was also done at the 20 foot and 10 foot 
levels as well. 24 
Nohl remained at the 30 foot level for 22 minutes 
and at the 20 foot level for 28 minutes. His longest de-
compression stop was for 46 minutes at the 10 foot level. 
It took Nohl atotal of 118 minutes to reach the surface. 
Dr. End was not in a hurry to return him to the surface 
quickly and considered the decompression schedule used 
to have a wide margin of safety.25 
At 3:41P.M., Nohl reached the surface. His helmet 
was removed and according to the newspaper accounts 
Nohl's first words were. "What's that funny smell?" His 
assistants replied, "That's fresh air."26 
CONCLUSION 
Max Nohl 's dive was a great success. His equipment 
worked very well as did Dr. End's decompression sched-
ule. Nohl showed no sign of mental alteration during or 
after the dive. Having cold feet were his only complaint. 
Dr. End examined Nohl once he was out of his diving 
suit and was unable to find anything physically or men-
tally wrong with the diver. 
Once inside the warm cabin of the Antietam , Nohl 
sat down to eat a ham sandwich and sip coffee. He spoke 
with reporters and smiled for the cameramen as the coast 
guard cutter headed back to Milwaukee. 
Max Eugene Nohl had set a new world's record. He 
had reached a depth that no other diver had ever attained 
in a flexible diving suit. Most importantly, Nohl and Dr. 
End had clearly demonstrated the practical use and enor-
mous benefits to be gained from helium-oxygen as a 
breathing mixture for deep diving. The door to the future 
was now open. 27 
NOTES 
1. Milwaukee Sentinel, 2 December 1937. 
2. Edgar End, "Driftwood Column," Skin Diver November, 
1970:12. 
3. Ibid., 12. 
4. It should be noted that permission to use the recompression 
chamber for experimental purposes was granted by its designer 
Mr. Joseph C. Fischer, Chief Engineer of the Milwaukee County 
Institution. (The chamber was constructed in 1932). 
5. John D. Craig, "Divers Are Guinea Pigs- The Gripping Epic 
of an Adventure that will Revolutionize Deep Sea Diving," Natural 
History September, 1938: 95. 
6. U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Vol. 2, Mixed Gas Diving (Wash-
ington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1987) 9-3. 
7. Ibid., 9-4. 
8. This chamber no longer exists. At the time of the experi-
ments it measured 18 feet long and was 7 feet in diameter. It was 
a 2 compartment chamber. 
9. Edgar End, "Rapid Decompression Following Inhalation of 
Helium-Oxygen Mixtures Under Pressure," 
American Journal of Physiology December, 1937:715. 
10. Ibid., 715. 
11. Ibid., 716. 
12. Ibid., 717. 
13. Also known as the Craig - Nohl Suit. 
14. John D. Craig, Natural History, 96. 
15. Edgar End, "The Use of New Equipment and Helium Gas 
in a World Record Dive," Journal of Industrial Hygiene and Toxi-
cology October, 1938: 514. 
16. Ibid., 515. 
17. The Milwaukee Journal, 2 December 1937. 
18. Edgar End, Journal of Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology, 
518. 
19. Ibid., 518. 
20. Ibid., 518. 
21. Milwaukee Sentinel, 2 December 1937. 
22. Ibid. 
23. The Milwaukee Journal, 2 December 1937. 
24. Breathing pure oxygen would help to efficiently remove the 
helium that had been absorbed into Nohl's body tissues during 
the dive. It would also be faster than Nohl's continued breathing 
of a helium-oxygen mixture or a shift to air. 
25. Edgar End, Journal of Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology, 
518. 
26. Milwaukee Sentinel, 2 December 1937. 
27. It should be noted that Max Nohl had intended to modify 
his diving suit following the December 1937 dive. He had also 
planned to join with Captain John D. Craig in an effort to dive the 
sunken ocean liner "Lusitania", off the coast of Ireland. For rea-
sons unknown to this author, the plan to clive on the "Lusitania" 
never took place. This may have been because Max Nohl and 
Jack Browne, with the help of Milwaukee businessman Norman 
Kuehn were in the process of founding D.E.S.C.O. (Diving Equip-
ment and Salvage Company) in 1937. In 1960 Max Nohl was 
killed in an automobile accident which also claimed his wife. 
(D.E.S.C.O. Catalog 1994) 
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LAURA STRUGILL 
Want to know the secret of long life? Follow Laura Sturgill 
around for a week. But, you better rest up first because this 
great grandmother-an octogenarian-isn't the type to sit in a rock-
ing chair and knit! Laura bowls and does water aerobic exer-
cises twice a week, goes line dancing 
once a week and plays bridge several 
times a month. In between, she's busy 
with housework and gardening. She 
loves the movies-especially love stories-
and goes as often as she can. And, she 
still makes special presents for special 
people: mirrors with frames covered with 
shells she's picked up on the beaches of 
Baja in numerous past trips. 
Laura Sturgill, known as the "mother of 
skin diving" will be 83 in September but 
she doesn't seem to be slowing down 
very much. 
Born in Salt Lake City, the youngest of 
six children, Laura Jacobs moved to 
Southern California with her family 
when she was 12. A friend taught her to 
swim. One of her classmates, Kathleen 
Miller, introduced Laura to her older 
brother Charlie Sturgill. Laura and 
Charlie were married in 1932, a year af-
ter she finished high school. 
she'd simply had too many. 
Laura and Charlie bought a house in the South Bay area known 
as the Hollywood Riviera 45 years ago. For the first ten years 
they lived there they went skin diving every day, no matter 
what the weather was like. Laura often tended the innertube 
that held Charlie's catch. 
Laura became known as the mother of skin diving not only 
because she was involved in the sport in its early years in Cali-
fornia but also because of her fund-raising activities. She ran 
dances for the Council of Diving Clubs and one Diving Jam-
boree she organized at Matineland drew 2,000 people. She is 
revered by two free diving clubs, the Long Beach Neptunes 
and the Fathomiers, who remember her past efforts. Referring 
to her as "Queenie," each made her a lifetime member several 
years ago. Every Christmas she rides in a sleigh pulled by a sea 
serpent (pulled, in turn, by numerous Long Beach Neptunes 
and Fathomiers) in a waterway parade. 
Laura never used scuba, a direct result 
of trying one of Charlie's inventions. He 
made a water heater into diving helmet 
and Laura tried it in Ballona Creek. Air 
was pumped down to the helmet with a 
bicycle pump. Not only was the water 
murky but someone stepped on the hose, 
cutting off the air supply. Laura says it 
took her years to get over that experi-
ence and it eliminated any interest she 
might have had in scuba. 
Charlie died in 1984. He and Laura had 
been married 52 years. Their 50th wed-
ding anniversary was celebrated in Ha-
waii. Friends and family sent them there 
and some even accompanied them. 
While Charlie was alive, the Sturgill 
residence was a gathering place for free 
divers; people stopped by daily. Old 
friends still drop in on Laura frequently. 
The Sturgills had two children. Son Ri-
chard lives in the State of Washington 
and is involved in the restoration a 
former Alaska Packers Association 
ferry, the Plover. 
Charlie was already very much into free 
diving and he taught Laura. He wouldn't 
let her use a snorkel, considering them 
dangerous. She thinks the first gift he 
gave her was probably one of his home-
made face-masks. Charlie, a master ma-
chinist at the Long Beach Naval Ship-
yards, also made his own spearguns, 
much treasured by other spearfishermen. 
(Among his many accomplishments, 
Charlie was a champion spearfisherman 
Laura as head of entertainment for 
the Council of Diving Clubs, 
Daughter Laura Lee (known as Lori), 
was taught to free dive by her dad when 
she was quite young. She became certi-
fied at 16 and once worked as a mer-
maid at Marineland. Married to diving 
pioneer Billy Meistrell, she still dives. 
In a recent Charlie Sturgill Day (a 30 
year old free diving spearfishmg con-
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at Cabrillo Museum, San Pedro CA. 
and a graduate of the very first Los Angeles County Underwa-
ter Instructors Certification Course.) 
Charlie and Laura became members of the second diving club 
formed in this area, the Southern California Skin Divers. (Laura 
told me the Bottom Scratchers were the first, the Long Beach 
Neptunes, the third). To become a club member you had to free 
dive for two lobster and five abalone. 
Laura can remember the days when lobster and abalone were 
incredibly abundant along the coast. She says Charlie fed her 
so many lobster that for several years she couldn't eat them, 
test), she won the award for biggest fish with a 14 pound hali-
but. 
Laura has three grandchildren and four great grandchildren. 
Granddaughter Monica Hall, a Los Angeles City fireman, is 
not only a diver but a talented artist (this talent may have come 
from her grandmother, who once won a blue ribbon with one 
of her paintings). And, Laura's 13 year old great grandson re-
cently became a certified diver. 
Besides free diving (and all it entailed) and raising two chil-
dren, Laura was also president of the Women's Club in 1950; 
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authored a section about news of the hill (her house is high on a hill) for the Riviera News; and 
worked as a fund-raiser for the Riviera elementary school. 
It is easy to see why Laura is so beloved. I interviewed her in her Riviera home, amid bowling 
trophies, photos of family and friends and mementoes of past diving expeditions. A petite 
woman, she is outgoing, warm and easy to talk to. It is hard to keep her talking about herself, 
though, she constantly refers to the accomplishments of her husband, children, grandchildren 
and great grandchildren, of whom she is immensely proud. 
Laura in 1996 
Looking at Laura and listening to her talk, it is hard to believe she is 82, she seems consider-
ably younger. This has been true of all of the women I have interviewed for this column. Is it 
the saltwater, diving, a seafood diet or adventurous spirits and active minds that keep them so 
young? Boy, would I love to know! Laura Sturgill, Dottie Frazier, Norma Hanson, Zale Parry, 
Twila Bratcher Critchlow and all the rest of the women who, by their diving accomplishments 
in the past have paved the way for generations of women divers in the future, I salute you-you 
are incredible inspirations! e 
STORIES OF THE SEA 
HDSUSA 's Leslie Leaney, John Burrud 
and Jean Michel Cousteau 
Bill Burrud Productions, famous for their numerous TV 
series during the 1950's and 60's, are working on several 
projects that involve both history and diving. Bill Burrud passed 
on five years ago but his company continues to thrive under 
the leadership of his son John. The company was, for a consid-
erable time, prominently located in Hollywood but can now be . 
found in the more serene environment of Huntington Beach, 
California. 
One of their current projects is a series titled "STORIES 
OF THE SEA", which includes the work of underwater film 
pioneer Colonel John D. Craig. The programs are directed by 
John Burrud and hosted by Jean Michel Cousteau. The 
HDSUSA were invited to become involved in production as 
the historical consultants for diving, and also supplied some 
helmets from Craig's early underwater era as props. a 
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NAUft'IEK I STANDARD DIVING! EQUIPMENT 
Van Polanenpark 182 
2241 R W Wassenaar 
Holland 
Tel 011 31 1751 147 40 
Fax 011 31 1751 783 96 
MARIA JACOBSON 
HDSUSA WEB PAGE 
DESIGNER 
Maria is a computer expert who 
owns and operates a successful busi-
ness, MJ Design, specializing in 
writing web pages for companies 
wishing to get online. She has al-
ways been a naturalist, and for the past several years has been 
active in the preservation of our marine environment. Her in-
terest in the underwater world introduced her to the HDSUSA, 
and she immediately volunteered to establish our WEB page. 
Those of you able to visit our WEB site will no doubt agree 
that we have been most fortunate in acquiring such a profes-
sional talent as Maria. Working tirelessly, she has produced a 
first class web page for the HDSUSA. 
People who are interested can logon and get an article 
from our latest magazine, find out what is new in the HDSUSA, 
even order things like T-shirts and books, and of course sign up 
and become a member instantly. 
Maria invites you visit the HDSUSA web page at: 
www.hds.org and if you would like to put your company online, 
contact Maria at MJ Design (714) 559-4529 or www.ez-
access.com/MJDesign. 
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Double Hose Regulator 
"U.S. Divers and 
Spitting Cotton" 
The original U.S. Divers "Aqua Lung" regulator was of-
fered in only one model. The double hose, two stage "DA." By 
the mid 1950's they were offering four models: TheDA, DW, 
DX, and the DY. 
At this point in my life I can't recall the exact reason I 
chose the DA. Perhaps it was my familiarity with the product, 
the companys location, or the skinny Frenchman's endorse-
ment. I had tried other units and each had certain advantages. 
The Northill was easy to disassemble and had a built in re-
serve. The Divair was plastic, making it somewhat corrosion 
proof. In my 40+ years of scuba diving, I am sure I have tried 
almost every double hose regulator ever manufactured, plus a 
few experimental models, but always returned to the 'ole work 
horse: U.S. Divers "DA." 
The regulators, like every item in the U.S. Divers cata-
logs through 1959, were identified by their warehouse stock-
ing numbers. The regulators were DA, then DW, DX, and fi-
nally DY. Sub letters B through W were used for regulator parts. 
The DA: This was the first and the top of the line of all 
U.S. Divers two hose regulators. It was a two stage regulator, 
DA "Aqua-Master" Demand Regulator 
which in simple terms indicates that the tank pressure was re-
duced twice prior to being inhaled by the diver. The first stage 
would reduce the cylinder pressure from 2250 PSI to 110 PSI. 
The second stage reduced it from 110 PSI to ambient pressure. 
TheDA's are identified by their name plate and by a protrusion 
on the regulator body box near the yoke. 
The DW: This was a single stage and was commonly 
known as the Mistral Regulator. It was probably one of the 
simplest, foolproof two hose regulators ever designed. It had 
about 20 working parts less than the DA. It was easy to main-
tain and performed as well as the DA for conditions encoun-
tered by the average sport diver. It was identified by its manu-
facturers plate, and by its lighter weight. However its most 
notable feature was the flat plate on the body box to which the 
yoke was attached. 
The DX: This was a single stage, double hose commonly 
referred to as the "over pressure" regulator. It acquired this 
name by having a high pressure hose, (inside the right regula-
tor hose) that delivered air directly to the mouth of the diver. It 
was "interesting" to dive. On inhalation there was a sudden 
rush of air as if a tire inflation hose had been placed in your 
mouth and rapidly depressed. The pressure exiting the internal 
hose was about 100 PSI over ambient. A thrill indeed! The DX 
was easily identified by its manufacturer's plate, and its body 
plate, which resembled the single stage regulator. However, 
closer examination of the mouth piece revealed the absence of 
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Patent#2875,756 E. GAGNAN, March 3, 1959 
"DX Over Pressure Regulator" 
non return flaps, and a small rectangular opening attached to 
the high pressure hose inside the large right corrugated hose. 
All three regulators were basically similar in appearance 
and each had its advantages and disadvantages. 
The DY: This regulator was constructed from a DW in-
ternal mechanism encased in a fiberglass-phenolic compound 
housing, making it one of the first plastic regulators. Never 
popular with the general diving public it found it's niche in 
instruction. Rugged, dent proof, corrosion resistant, easy to dis-
assemble and repair, it was the work horse of the early instruc-
tors. The DY was easy to identify by it's plastic housing and 
round name plate. 
These early U.S. Divers regulators were produced with 
various colors of manufacturers plates. As the company ex-
panded and moved to new locations, the addresses on these 
plates also changed. Earlier ones were quite often in French. 
Indeed the earliest Aqua Lungs were imported from France by 
Rene Bussoz of Rene Sports in Westwood, Los Angeles. To 
satisfy demand they were also often imported from Canada. 
These had plates stating in French "Air Liquide du Canada" or 
"Aqua Lung of Canada." They were shunned by early divers 
since all the fittings were metric and non-compatible with the 
SAE threads rendering them difficult, if not impossible, to re-
pair. 
Manufacturer's plates from 1950 to 1954 had an address 
of 1040 Broxton Avenue. In 1955 U.S. Divers moved to 1120 
Pi co Blvd, and in 1960 to their large Santa Ana facility on 3323 
West Delhi Avenue. This was changed to Warner Avenue in 
February, 1961. 
Repair technicians and collectors should be aware that 
even though a regulator has a manufacturer's plate on its box, 
this is still no guarantee that the regulator is completely origi-
nal. In the old days it was quite common, especially in large 
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teaching facilities, or in a hasty repair, to switch the boxes. 
Therefore, a single stage bottom box might have been errone-
ously placed on a two stage regulator. 
The regulators weren't without problems. The first thing 
that comes to mind was the wet breathing from the hose/mouth 
piece design. The hoses were made of corrugated rubber (later 
Neoprene) 1 3/4 inches in diameter, by 23 inches long. They 
attached to the regulator by special clamps. The right hose at-
tached to the top box (the intake side), and the left to the bot-
tom box (the exhaust side). These hoses were joined in the 
middle to a "T" shape divided mouth piece, thus forming a 
circle. 
' The entire hose system of the regulator was open to the 
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Patent #2,485,039 1. Y. COUSTEAU ET AL October 18, 1949 
water. When the hoses were submerged they would immedi-
ately flood. There were no suitable methods avai lable to keep 
the hoses dry. Invariably they would flood while swimming to 
the dive site. To expel the water it required the diver to first 
place the mouth piece in his/her mouth; then the diver had to 
roll to the left, (there by allowing the water to drain into the 
exhaust side of the regulator), and forcefully blow air through 
the exhaust hose to propel the water out of the exhaust valve. 
This maneuver was repeated until most of the water was cleared 
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and the diver was then able to submerge. 
During the dive slight amounts of water were often 
present in the regulator hoses, generally from a small nick in 
the hoses or a leaky exhaust valve. The easiest and most com-
mon method of solving this problem was to simply swallow 
the water. 
Losing the regulator mouth piece underwater could be 
quite traumatic. To recover the diver had to: 1) retain the air 
remaining in his/her lungs 2) grasp the mouth piece with a free 
hand 3) lift it above the regulator until it purged 4) turn the 
mouth piece downward entrapping air 5) place it in his mouth 
6) take a shallow wet breath 7) turn his/her entire body to the 
left while exhaling which forces the water out the exhaust. 
It was often necessary to repeat this process a number of 
times until the hoses were essentially free of water. 
Double hose regulator diving was never really dry breath-
ing. In fact one of the common complaints was too much salt 
water in the respiratory system creating a very dry mouth, "So 
dry you could spit cotton!" we used to say. 
MAG-0-PHILES?? (Magazine Collectors) 
Bob Finch and D1: Sam Miller 
To escape the vicious Christmas chills of Southern California 
our Dr. Sam Miller (HDS 114) fled to the desert climes of 
Arizona to visit his longtime friend Bob Finch (HDS 342). 
Sam and Bob have been corresponding on diving matters for 
over 32 years. Bob maintains what is believed to be the larg-
est collection of international diving magazines in the world, 
totalling in excess of 5,000 issues. Sam specializes in collect-
ing American magazines and catalogues, having numerous 
bound volumes in his library. They are photographed at Bob's 
in Tuscan on Christmas Eve 1995. 
DIVING TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL 
INC. 
BECOME A SCUBA REPAIR TECHNICIAN! 
Learn equipment repair from the first and only facility of its kind. 
Hands-on, one week - 40 hr. program, all major makes and types. 
For Society members, emphasis on Antiquated Equipment 
(We also restore Dacor, U.S. Divers, and Nemrod 2 hose regs.) 
for more info. call Rudy Mola at 
(305) 748-4772 or fax (305)748-0637 
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EARLY FRENCH CABIROL HELMET 1-------------, 
A s interest in the history of diving continues to expand both here and over seas, more examples of early equipment continue to "surface." Following the recent exposure of another Deane helmet (HD No.3 cover), 
the Society's attention has been drawn to the existence of this early Cabirol helmet. As is usual with this 
older equipment, exact details of manufacture and provenance are limited. 
The helmet was recently acquired by HDSUSA Charter Member, and long time equipment collector, Leon 
Lyons. According to information provided to Leon, this helmet was on display at the Paris Exhibition of 1855, and 
was awarded a "first class medal" which was the highest distinction available. Evidently Cabirols' name and stock 
were sold to CH FERRUS and this company ceased operations in 1864 or 1869. 
The design of the helmet closely follows that of Cabirol's cross channel competitor Augustus Siebe, who had 
perfected his original English model in 1840. The helmet is in exceptional condition, retaining convex glass in its 
ports, but missing the exhaust outlet body and cap. It has a chain locking device which may have been added later. 
The inclusion of the top view port, or fourth light as it is sometimes called, is also of interest, as it is a part of the 
helmets original design. It is possible that Cabirol is the first manufacturer to incorporate this feature. 
All the components on this particular helmet have been stamped with the initials D. N. These could be the initials 
of the craftsman who constructed the helmet. The most surprising feature is the recessed gasket neck ring. This 
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appears to be original. If so, this would date the existence 
of this feature approximately 20 years prior to the intro-
duction of recessed neck rings on the Siebe and Gorman 
helmets of the mid 1870's. The engraving, or stamping, 
on the breastplate is not clearly legible, but appears to 
read: 
EXPOSITION UNIV le 1855 
MEDAILLE DE lire CLASSE 
The top line of this stamping is slightly obscured by an 
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oval brass, or copper tag, which appears to have been 
added later. This tag reads: 
CABIROLBte 
PARIS 
CH FERRUS. SUCCESR. 
The configuration of the helmet matches that of the 
Cabirol helmet shown in Du Temple's "Du Scaphandre 
et de son emploi a bord des navies" circa 1860, and which 
is reproduced below. 
It is impmiant to stress that Historical Diver has no information to suppmi some of the observations presented in this 
article. The observations are speculative, and based on research that is not complete. 
At this time Historical Diver is in the process of acquiring more research material on the Cabirol Company, and we 
intend to publish this in a future issue. 
Members are cordially invited to contribute any information they feel will be of assistance. -Leslie Leaney. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 
HansHass-
A Life of Exploration 
An Authorized Portrait 
by Michael Jung 
German language version: 
Hardbound 336 pages. With 75 
photos and 17 drawings, many 
full-page. Published by Verlag 
Stephanie Naglschmid, Stuttgart, 
1994. ISBN 3-927913-63-4. DM 
49,80 
In our quest to uncover current 
diving publications of historical 
merit, we sometime encounter a 
title we feel is worthy of exposure, but which is not pdnted in an 
English language version. Such is the case with this 1994 book 
authored by HDSUSA member Michael Jung. Pdnted in Ger-
man, it is uncertain if there will be an English language version. 
To enable members to have an idea of the book's theme and con-
tent we are reproducing an European press release. The language 
barrier aside, this book is beautifully prepared and presented, and 
comes with numerous impressive reviews from the German div-
ing press. 
PRESS RELEASE 
The world of marine biology and the adventure sport of diving 
owe a great deal to the innovatory impetus of the Austrian ex-
plorer Hans Hass. His achievements as a diver and his develop-
ment of underwater photography are pioneering landmarks of our 
time. His expeditions on the research ship XARIFA, which served 
as a floating laboratory, made him world-famous. After these voy-
ages he devoted his attention to natural philosophy and evolu-
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tionary theory, concerns which 
continue to fascinate him to this 
day. Hans Hass has reported on 
his discoveries and experiences 
in word and image. He has writ-
ten nearly thirty books, which 
have been translated into 25 
languages, and has over 100 
films and TV series to his credit. 
His film "Under the Red Sea" 
won the first prize at the 
Biennale in Venice in 1951. In 
1959 "under the Caribbean" 
was awarded the Underwater 
Film Oscar in Los Angeles. The 
HANS HASS ROLLE/MARIN sedes "Diving to Adventure" 
took the BBC Best TV Sedes of the Year award in 1955. Hass has 
inspired a countless number of people to take to the depths as 
divers, as underwater photographers or film makers. Others chose 
to make marine biology their career. For many years Hans Hass 
has been actively involved in the protection of marine environ-
ment and campaigns for a return to a more nature-orientated way 
of life. 
In this, the first authodzed and comprehensive biography of 
this eminent naturalist, author Michael Jung portrays the explorer's 
life and achievements from the earliest days to the present. He 
describes the influences that have shaped this daring diving pio-
neer and dedicated marine bi-
ologist and reveals the wide 
scope of his scientific interests. 
The author sketches the devel-
opment of diving as a sport 
and of underwater photogra-
phy and gives a concise ac-
count of Hans Hass' Energon 
theory. Many previously un-
published photos, handwritten 
notes and extracts from the 
explorers diaries complement 
the author's portrayal; an ap-
pendix listing all Hans Hass' 
books and films make this 
publication a valuable bio-
graphical document. 
HANS HASS 1942 
This portrait is more than the biography of an influential and 
dynamic pioneer; Hans Hass's personal achievements as a diver 
and underwater photographer led to major developments in these 
fields. This account of his life and work provides younger gen-
erations with first-hand information about the excitement of the 
pioneedng days. 
This book is available for US $29.50 + shipping VISA or MC 
accepted from: 
Verlag Naglschmid 
RotebtihlstraBe 78A 
D-70178 Stuttgart,Germany 
Tel: 011-49-711-626278 
Fax: 011-49-711-612323 
line of books for the diver 
... uu ......... , ... ~JLJ on just diving 
a sample of the many 
we have available 
• Underwater Photography 
• Underwater Inspection 
• Underwater Welding 
• Salvage Techniques 
• Diving Physiology 
• Mixed Gas Diving 
• Diving Medicine 
• Decompression 
• Nitrox Diving 
• Diving Safety 
For more infor-
mation on these or 
other Best books, call for a 
free catalog 
68-1055 
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Tidewater Time Capsule: 
History Beneath the Patuxent 
by Donald G. Shomette 
Centerville, MD.: Tidewater 
Publishers, 1995, 370 pp., 6 1/4 
X 9 1/4, $29.95 
Reviewed by: Nyle C. Monday 
It is only in recent years that 
the field of underwater archae-
ology has gained credibility in 
the eyes of terrestrial scholars. In 
the not-too-distant past, any ef-
forts toward recovering sunken material could be classed as 
either traditional salvage or the more glamorous pursuit of 
sunken treasure. Whichever category a recovery effort might 
have fallen into, it was seldom undertaken by professionally 
trained archaeologists, and therefore rarely produced the kinds 
of data which archaeologists might need. Moreover, the proper 
preservation of the artifacts removed from such a site, or the 
wreck itself, was seldom a priority. Fortunately, recent years 
have seen a radical change in this situation. With increased 
scholarly activity in the field, and the attendant rise in public 
interest, underwater archaeology has now taken its well-de-
served place in the academic world. Donald G. Shomette's 
fine volume, Tidewater Time Capsule: History Beneath the 
Patuxent, is both a history of the evolution of underwater ar-
chaeology over the past two decades and a fascinating over-
view of the sub aquatic cultural resources of Maryland's 
Patuxent River. 
Mr. Shomette begins his introduction with a careful defini-
tion of terms which will be helpful to the nonspecialist through-
out the body of the book. The diving historian might take issue 
with his statement that SCUBA was first invented "by Emile 
Gagnan and Jacques Cousteau in 1943" (p.9), but few would 
deny that it was their popularization of SCUBA that led to the 
underwater "archaeological renaissance" which continues to 
this day. Certainly underwater archaeology has come a long 
way from the destructive salvaging of unprotected wrecks of 
just a few short years ago to the careful excavation and preser-
vation of submerged sites today. As Federal and State govern-
ments move to protect and support study of these important 
cultural resources, as Maryland did in the case of the Patuxent 
survey, more and more of America's early heritage will be pre-
served for future generations. 
In spite of its scholarly approach, Tidewater Time Cap-
sule is not merely a collection of "dry" site reports. Rather, it 
is a flowing muTative which links together such diverse archaeo-
logical sites as aboriginal settlements, Civil War arms caches, 
and the U.S. Submarine S-49. The major focus, however, is on 
the search for Commodore Joshua Barney's Chesapeake Flo-
tilla, which was scuttled to prevent capture by the British in 
August 1814. Shomette details the patient research and search-
ing carried out in the attempt to find this long forgotten fleet 
and the many thrills and disappointments of the hunt. The ac-
count of the locating, excavation, and eventual identification 
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of the flagship of that flotilla, the U.S.S. Scorpion, comprises 
the heart of the volume, and is an engrossing tale in itself. 
While Tidewater Time Capsule contains only limited ref-
erences to the use of diving equipment, it is a valuable and 
enjoyable read for anyone with an interest in underwater ar-
chaeology or early American history. The Patuxent Project 
was the first underwater archaeological survey of an entire 
liver system, and as such merits its status as a landmark study. 
This volume certainly deserves a prominent place in the library 
of any archaeologist, professional or amateur, wet or dry. 
At Last - a rare book dealer 
specializes in Diving and Salvage! 
"Wants" invited; collections purchased; 
first catalog soon. 
Jeff Dennis, 916-972-1742 
1284 Meredith Way, Carmichael, CA 95608 
WYE & SEVERN BOOKS 
Sub Division of Severn Studios 
Specializing in Underwater Diving 
BOOKS and connected subjects 
New Publications, Secondhand I 
& Antiquarian 
CATALOG ON REQUEST 
Mrs. PATRICIA LARKHAM 
SEVERN MILL 
STRAND LANE 
WESTBURY-ON-SEVERN 
GLOS. GLI4 lPG 
ENGLAND 
PAX & TEL. 011-44-1452-760368 
TEL. 011-44-1452-760231 
DEEP DIVING 
AND SUBMARINE OPERATIONS 
Published in a two volume set 
bound in reflex blue embossed 
covers with matching dust jackets. 
Both volumes come in a reflex blue 
presentation slip case. 712 pages 
over 650 photographs, line draw-
ings and illustrations. Introductions 
by Nick Baker and Leslie Leaney. 
Limited edition of 1500 copies. 
L-----------"""-"' Each set individually numbered. 
For a review and chronology refer to HISTORICAL 
DIVER Issue no 6. 
Price $195.00 p.p. $15.00. CA residents add 7.75% 
sales tax. Contact HDSUSA for overseas shipping rates. 
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INFORMATION WANTED 
HARRY HOUDINI 
We have received a request for any available infonnation 
on the famous magician Harry Houdinis' involvement with 
diving. According to Thomas J. Boldt of the HOUDINI 
HISTORICAL CENTER, Appelton WI., Houdini offered 
information to the U.S. Navy on submarine escape. A 
submarine is prominently featured in Houdini's movie 
TERROR ISLAND. A patent for a diving dress designed 
by Houdini is reproduced below. Please send any infor-
mation to HISTORICAL DIVER. 
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~~L. To ell!'bie a •diver fo, divest himself of a M·d,~v:~~t~ar."'!. in ease of accident while ~~~b­
: ·me~ged, ·a manlllilly controlled water-hght 
;;· cj)unexiop is p~ovided between the upper 
;;L~~a, ~~~·t?.\V~~}ec~ions. . .·. . . ~;· :.Tli&,upper Sl!~on 10 1s· formed w1th Ill· 
!ii ~grlr,l gloves and .•car1·ies a resilient band 25 
)~:ha~.il;groove Z6 fitted with a correspond-·!lii•i.ng!'•~ped metiJ.llic. b.aud,.,iuto wl.tich ftts ~J.the waiSt of ;t trousers sootJO)l ·11 formed 
} with·· integral sock }JOrtlous. and provided 1 
,. witlt a· split metallic belf · '30. which i" 
· tightened by a hand-lever 32 and an ndjuHl-
nble link 34. Uemovable weights 46 an• 
attached to the helt hy sorew" 4.) passing 
through lugs 31. . 
,\Veigbted shoe" with baok sliffeuiug plah•sj' 
are attnclieJ to lhe feet. by straps rtllll r 
buckles. , 
Slilf gauntlets 70 nre secnrecl around 1lw · 
forc~arms and lhe lower pol·tionK of the lr>gf. 
to prevent iuBatiug of the exlremities. 
9 figure•, 8 claims. 
-~~--~·--· 
CLASSIFIED 
Classified Rates: .25 cents per word, $2.50 minimum. Adver-
tising copy should be sent to: ANDY LENTZ, 7927 Robbie 
Circle, Goleta, CA. 93 I I 7 
Cut off date for Advertisements in HD #8 is July 11996 
FOR SALE: 1958/59 BULOU SEATOW GUPPY. This 
is a classic early DPV with an interesting but undocu-
mented history. Give it a good home $350 Joel Han·is 
408 292 2504 
FOR SALE: U.S. Navy WW2 MKV Dive Dress EXC, 
$400; WW2 U.S. Navy MKV Dive Boots VG, the pair, 
rare $750; Brass Commercial Dive Shoes, $375; WW2 
U.S. Navy Diver's Chest, metal $250 FOB Missoula; 
Please add for UPS. VISA or MC accepted. Hayes 
Otoupalik, 14000 HWY 93 North, Missoula, MT. 59802, 
Ph: 406-549-4817 
FOR SALE: MarkV canvas dress (size 3) from Morse 
Diving Co. Never Used $750. 1950's DESCO surface 
supplied air compressor, 7HP engine, 16cfm pump less 
than 3 hours total time $800. Two hose regulators, 1950's 
DIVAIRin working condition $250. US DIVERS AQUA 
MASTER (rebuilt) $250. Others. Want European and 
Russian two hose regulators. Please add shipping. 
Dan Ban·inger (541)597-4833 
MAGAZINE COLLECTOR; EXTENSIVE MAGAZINE 
COLLECTION FOR SALE. U/W USA'S,CANADIAN 
DIVER, SCUBA TIMES, PADI JOURNALS AND DVI, AND 
LOTS MORE. 
CALL RON PAVELKA (707)894-9099 ANYTIME. 
E.R. CROSS 
An interview with a Master Diver 
A reflection on a 60+ 
year career in diving, includ-
ing U.S. Navy, the 
Normandie, diver education 
and more. Features 20 min-
utes of original B/W footage 
on the Sparling School of 
Deep Sea Diving, circa 
1950's and numerous period 
diving photographs. 
Produced exclusively 
for the HDSUSA by MOCEAN Video. 
Color. VHS. 45 minutes. In plastic box with pic-
ture sleeve. First 100 sleeves signed by E.R. Cross 
Available May 15, 1996 
$23.95 plus $5.00 pp domestic. Contact HDSUSA 
for overseas shipping rates. CA residents add 7.75% 
sales tax. 
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HISTORICAL DIVING SOCIETY USA 
NEW ITEMS Back Issues, Books, Shirts and Pins 
~~--~~~=T'T~,T~'~PIONEERS 
An oral history of diving in America. 
Eric Hanauer. 
lst Edition 
important book that records the adven-
of the pioneering divers who helped to 
stablish scuba diving in America. 
baugh, Rechnitzer, Cross, Stewart, 
Bonin. etc., etc. Well written andre-
it covers the steps from hard hat 
ving to scuba, underwater science, free 
, women divers, education. art & in-
A full review appears in HD#S. An 
diving book for the historian 
casual reader alike. 269 pages. B&W 
photos. Soft bound. $19.95 plus $3.00 domestic or $8 overseas post-
age. CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
THE LAST OF 
BLUE WATER HUNTERS 
Carlos Eyles. 
1991.(reprint of 1985 !st.) 
"One of the great books on diving" 
-Dick Bonin. 
personal account of open water hunting in 
deep Ocean by one of the worlds premiere 
·.The historical aspects of free div-
and the sport's origins in America are cov-
in chronological detail. Sturgill, Orr, 
Prodonovich, Potts, the Pinders and 
others appear in the text as equipment devel-
opment evolves, prior to the arrival scuba, and the second generation 
of the "tribe". The west coast of America provides the location for 
much of the action which includes some startling GWS encounters. 
The author of numerous other diving titles, Carlos provides a glimpse 
of what diving is like when you remove yourself from the top of the 
food chain. 183 pages. B& W photos. Soft bound. $14.95 Plus $3.00 
domestic or $8.00 overseas postage CA residents add 7.75% sales tax 
HDS 
1993-94 
,__ ____ _. 
UK NEWSLETTERS, Volume 3 1993-4 Issues 
7 ,8&9 Contents 50th anniversary of the Aqualung. 
USA member visit, Dating of Siebe Gorman Hel-
mets and pumps. Early Essgee double hose regu-
lator. Sandy Robertson, Salvage Diver, The frog 
men of Oldham, John Williamson and his amaz-
ing tube. 1992 HDS Award, Society president, 
postcards, Ley Kenyon, John Braithewaite, Stan-
dard dress seminar, and more. 40 pages B&W 
photocopy card stock cover. Velo bound $6.00 plus $3.00 domestic 
$8.00 overseas shipping CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
.---------. UK NEWSLETTERS, Volume 4 1994 - 95 Is-
HDS 
1994-95 
sues 10. II & 12 Christian Augustus Siebe. Hans 
Hass, Siebe Gorman twin hose regulators. Will-
iam Walker at Winchester Cathedral, Consub 2 
saved, Eric Walker, 30 years in standard dress, 
Deane's early diving helmets, The publications 
of Siebe Gorman and Sir Robert H. Davis, Spe-
cial diving knife, Helmets galore, A new Deane 
..._ ____ ___.Helmet? Gorman's grave, Sir Robert H. Davis 
remembered, and more. 64 pages B&W photocopy card stock cover. 
Velo bound $8.00 plus $3.00 domestic $8.00 overseas shipping, CA 
residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
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HELMETS OF THE DEEP 
By Leon Lyons, 1988 
Over 250 helmets from around the world 
are categorized by country and manufac-
turer. Additional sections cover diving 
knives, boots, armored diving dress and 
miscellaneous diving related items. Printed 
in color the text is in English, French and 
German. Limited to 1000 copies, each 
signed by the author, 370 pages. Hardbound $287.00, leather-bound 
$487.00 plus $18.00 (2nd day air). CAresidents add 7.75% sales tax. 
A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF DIVING 
Edited by 
Bachrach, Desiderati and Matzen 
An overview of diving equipment and procedures 
from ancient breath hold diving to modem deep diving 
systems. The photographs, accompanied by explana-
tory text, illustrate the developmental history of the 
~--..;...:;::'-' exploration of the underwater world. Edited by HDS 
Advisory Board member, Dr. Art Bachrach, it con-
tains chapters written by HDS Advisory Board member E.R. Cross. J .A. 
& S.E. Bauer, and Jim Joiner. 158 pages printed in color, hardbound. 
$87.00 plus $5.QO p.p. CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
DIVERS MANUAl u.s. NAVY SALVAGE MANUAL 1948. 
1948 Photocopied for the original donated by retired U.S. Navy 
-·~·-~-=--·- Salvage Diver Joseph M. Faiss, the manual is from the 
· . U.S. Navy yard annex at Bayonne, New Jersey, but also 
'l . • .. includes material from the famed U.S.N. Salvage School 
,~ at Pier 88 (the Normandie) in New York's North River. It 
!!o';t contains sections on Mark V equipment, welding, cutting, 
'·'£c·' explosives, Tooker patches, cofferdams, underwater repairs 
and much more. There are numerous line drawings to support the text. 
which details many of the techniques used during WWII (due to faded 
condition of some of the original, a few pages have reproduced poorly). 
The manual also inciudes six full page photocopies of photos of Joseph 
M. Faiss during his Navy service, plus his Salvage Diver and Second 
Class certificates. 403 pages B&W photocopy veto bound. $24 plus 
$3.50 p.p. CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
TAKE ME UNDER THE SEA. THE DREAM 
MERCHANTS OF THE DEEP. By Tom Burgess 
1994. 1st Edition. 1,000 copies only. 
This fascinating book details the creative contributions 
of artistic pioneers Jules Verne, Zahr Pritchard and the 
Williamson Brothers in delivering the wonders of the 
underwater world to the general public. The section on 
the Williamson Brothers is particularly revealing. The 
book is extremely well researched and has technical references to Siebe. 
Ellsberg. Cabriol. Stillson and others, plus 15 pages of footnotes. 259 
pages, B&W photos. Soft bound. Numbered Society bookplate signed 
by the author. $ 13.95 plus $3 .00 domestic or $7.00 overseas postage 
paid. CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
ACTUAL 
SIZE 
HDS USA EXCLUSIVE. LAPEL PINS 
Cast bronze lapel pins of the original Deane Siebe hel-
met. Manufactured with a high degree of accuracy these 
pins detail not only the helmets rotating mouth disk, 
but also the solder repair on the breast plate! 
The pins were commissioned exclusively for the HDS 
USA by SEA PEARLS of Minnesota and approved 
by SIEBE GORMAN AND CO., LTD. $5.00 each 
inc. p&p. Overseas $7.00 including p&p. CA residents 
add 7.75% sales tax. 
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ffistorical Diving Society USA 
Magazine Back Issues 
HDS USA INAUGURAL REPORT 
Records the formation of the HDS USA and covers presentations by 
Leslie Leaney, A.L. Scrap Lundy, Bev Morgan and Bob Kirby. Also lists 
items from the exhibition ofhistorical diving equipment displayed. B& W 
photos. Color cover. 2,000 printed. 16 pages. $5.00 (Non Members 
$10.00) plus $2.00 p.p. CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
HISTORICAL DIVER No. 1 
Purisima mixed gas diving bell. Mark V column. Early scuba terms and 
technology. Former DES CO Vice President, Bernice McKenzie. Book 
review: BLOW ALL BALLAST. Introduction of Cousteau Gagnan regu-
lators into America. Dr. Sylvia Earle. Working equipment B& W photos. 
1,500printed. 24pages. $5.00(NonMembers$lO.OO)plus$2.00p.p.CA 
residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
IDSTORICAL DIVER No. 2 
French regulators 1860-1940. Early scuba tanks. Eugiene Clark. 2nd Annual 
Rally. Mark V column. Book review: UNDERSEA WG. American Diving 
Equipmenthydrolung. NortheastWorkingEquipmentGroup. B&W photos . 
1,550 printed. 24 pages. (Photo copy only) $5.00 (Non Members $10.00) 
plus $2.00 p.p. CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
HISTORICAL DIVER No. 3 DOUBLE ISSUE 
Discovery of another DEANE helmet. Frank Oschman. The Invention 
and Development of the Diving Dress Part I. Zale Parry. U.S. Divers 
double hose regulators. Mark V Column. Early Sclu·aders. History of fins 
Part I. HDS USA advisory board. UK Tour 1993. Helmet diving course. 
Bob Benton. NEWEG. Book Review: MAN UNDER THE SEA. Color 
Cover. B&W photos. 1,100 printed. 40 pages. $6.00 
(Non Members $12.00) plus $2.00 p.p. CA residents add 7. 75% sales tax. 
HISTORICAL DIVER No. 4 
E.R. Cross Award. 2nd Annual Rally. !75th Anniversary of SIEBE 
GORMAN. Twila Bratcher Critchlow. World War II Desco Mark V's. 
A Short History of Fins Part 2. Chuck Shilling. Test dive of Russian 
Navy Equipment. L.A. County Instructors 40th Anniversary. The In-
vention and Development of the Diving Helmet and Dress part 2. Tom 
Devine. Color Cover, B& W photos. 1200 printed. 28 pages. $6.00 (Non 
Members $12.00) Plus $2.00 p.p. CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
HISTORICAL DIVER No.5 
Deane 1836-THE WORLD'S FIRST DIVING MANUAL. Repro-
duction diving helmets. Dottie Frazier. A short history of fins Part 3. 
NASA Helmet. Book Review DIVING PIONEERS: AN ORAL HIS-
TORY OF DIVING IN AMERICA. Griswold Helmet. HDS South Af-
rica. Working Equipment Groups. Information wanted-Max Gene 
Nohl. B&W photos. 2000 printed 28 pages. $5.00 (Non Members 
$10.00) plus $2.00 p.p. CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
HISTORICAL DIVER No. 6 
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HJSlllRIC/\I.D~IVER Deep Diving and Submarine Operations a history 
-=~;;;;;;::,..;-·:" of the book and a review of the 9th Edition, Siebe 
A""'"'""''"'' " Gorman's Steve James, Italian frogman, Norma ~t·.·. ·~;;~ t."·•· . ~~s~~~~~!~:.~:eR;;l~~~~rF~i~~ ~::;e~~~ 
· · · . I tali a, Argentina, HDSUSA 3rd annual rally, News 
. I and Working Equipment. B&W photos. 2000 
. -·-·- printed 32 pages. $6.00 (Non Members $12.00) plus 
$2.00 p.p. CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
SOCIETY T-SHIRT 
The original Society T-Shirt featuring the 1874 
wood print "Diving in Deep Waters" showing 
I 0 divers operating around a three light pearler 
helmet. Made in the USA. 100% cotton. Color: 
ash gray. Sizes S, M, L, XL. XXL. $15.00 plus 
$3.00 postage paid, CA residents add 7.75% 
sales tax. 
HDS 
1991-92 
UK NEWSLETTERS, Volumes 1 and 2 A photo-
copy volume of the original British Newsletters and 
Supplements from 1991 and 1992. Volume includes 
articles on Siebe Gorman's Museum; Australia's Anti-
Paralysis diving dress; the London diving walk; the 
American Legacy of Deane's Open Dress; Bernard 
Breakell; Whitstable Museum; working equipment ..._ ___ ..... 
rallies; Haldane; the Chariots Trust (human torpedoes) 
diving with calor (butane) gas, and more. 84 pages. B&W photocopy. 
Velo bound. $12.00 plus $3.00 domestic or $8.00 overseas p.p. 
CA residents add 7.75% sales tax. 
U.S. MILITARY DIVING INSIGNIA 
Army 
Master Diver 
US Navy 
Salvage Diver 
US Navy 
Scuba Diver 
US Navy 
Diver First Class 
US Navy 
Diver Second Class 
PINS SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE 
U.S. METAL INSIGNIA PINS $7.00 each (all5 pins for 
$30.00) including p&p. OVERSEAS $9.00 each (a11 5 pins 
for $35.00) including p&p. CA Residents add 7.75% sales 
tax . 
NOTE. Due to an error, we did not include the USN Scuba 
diver pin in last issues advertisement. The pin is available 
for $5.00 to members who have already purchased the set. 
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Historical Diving Society USA Membership Application 
Please Print Clearly or Type 
Name: 
Address: 
City: State: Zip Code: 
Telephone: Fax: e-mail 
Membership Information 
Class of Membership: D Family ..................................................... $40.00 
D Founding Benefactor (Lifetime) ...................... $1000.00 D Individual ............................................... $30.00 
D Corporate ............................................................ $100.00 D Student .................................................... $20.00 
D Diving Clubs ........................................................ $50.00 D Mexico and Canada ................................ $40.00 
D Institutional (colleges and Schools) ..................... $50.00 D Overseas ................................................. $45.00 
Brief description of your interest in diving. Maximum of 24 words (optional): 
I wish my name, address, phone number and above details to be entered in the member register.D Yes DNo 
Signed: .......................................................................................................... Date: ........................................ 
Merchandise Order and Payment Information 
DESCRIPTION QUANTITY SIZE PRICE EACH TOTAL 
Method of payment: 
Subtotal 
D Cash 0Check (enclosed) DMO CA residents add 7.75% sales 
Credit Card: D Visa D Mastercard Total shipping (see item description) 
Total enclosed 
Card NO: (U.S. FUNDS ONLY, PLEASE) 
Exp Date: 
MAIL ORDER TO: 
Name on Card (Please Print) HISTORICAL DIVING SOCIETY 
c/o 2022 CLIFF DRIVE #119 
Signature SANTA BARBARA, CA 93109 U.S.A. 
Phone Number in case there are problems Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery 
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Frank's Pi shermans Supply 
Since 1947 
San Francisco, California· 
Nautical Clothing and Maritime Antiques 
Current stock of diving equipment. 
Mark V Schrader 1942, Mark V DESCO small bonnet 1943, Mark V Schrader, TOA of Japan 3 Lite square 
breast plate Pearler, Miller Dunn Divinhood style #3, Morse 3lite commercial breast feed conversion, Soviet 
Navy 3 bolt, Japanese 3 lite helmet, Hollywood movie studio plaster replica commercial Morse (movie 
prop), 4 lite Drager (bonnet only), Morse #2 deep water pump, Morse #3 deep water pump, Morse #17 
shallow water pump in box, miscellaneous antique dive equipment including books. No catalogue 
We are interested in purchasing single items and collections of nautical antiques. 
, . \ \~hcrma17 •. 
<;-'t- '7> . \ •. s S& 
'.<~ YJ.o ~ •, ~-
On Fisherman's Wharf 
366 Jefferson St. 
San Francisco, CA 94133 
(415) 775-1165 or Fax (415)776-6549 
